Bioinactivation FE: A free web application for modelling isothermal and dynamic microbial inactivation.
Mathematical models developed in predictive microbiology are nowadays an essential tool for food scientists and researchers. However, advanced knowledge of scientific programming and mathematical modelling are often required in order to use them, especially in cases of modelling of dynamic and/or non-linear processes. This may be an obstacle for food scientists without such skills. Scientific software can help making these tools more accessible for scientists lacking a deep mathematical or computing background. Recently, the R package bioinactivation was published, including functions (model fitting and predictions) for modelling microbial inactivation under isothermal or dynamic conditions. It was uploaded to the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), but users need basic R programming knowledge in order to use it. Therefore, it was accompanied by Bioinactivation SE, a user-friendly web application including selected functions in the software for users without a programming background. In this work, a new web application, Bioinactivation FE, is presented. It is an extension of Bioinactivation SE which includes an interface to every function in the bioinactivation package: model fitting of isothermal and non-isothermal experiments, and generation of survivor curves and prediction intervals. Moreover, it includes several improvements in the user interface based on the users' feedback. The capabilities of the software are demonstrated through two case studies using data published in the scientific literature. In the first case study, the response of Escherichia coli to isothermal and non-isothermal treatments is compared, illustrating the presence of an induced thermal resistance. In the second, the effect of nanoemulsified d-limonene on the thermal resistance of Salmonella Senftenberg is quantified.